
Estrel Berlin 

Europe’ largest Hotel, Congress & Entertainment Center 
 
Estrel Berlin, Europe’s largest hotel, congress & entertainment center, has ranked among the 

top selling hotels since 2000. Its secret for success: an exceptional concept, combining the 

three pillars convention, entertainment and hotel in an entirely unique way under the motto: 

‘Everything under one Roof’. The Estrel venue, consisting of a multi-functional Congress  

Center, a 4 star plus hotel – which is by the way Germany’s largest with a total of 1,125 

guest rooms - and an unrivalled entertainment program at the show theater, is well-known 

nationally as well as internationally. 

 

The ECC Berlin (Estrel Congress Center) with its floor space of approximately 25.000 m² 

hosts around 1.800 events each year - including conventions, congresses, conferences and 

expos, gala functions, sports events and TV shows as well as high-calibre political events. 

The Convention Hall I and the Convention Hall I each offer room for around 5,000 

participants. The state-of-the-art technical equipment is highly flexible and modular, allowing 

the reconfiguration of individual spaces into a variety of room variations. 

 

At the Estrel Hotel, guests will have the opportunity to stay in one of the 1,125 rooms and 

suites appointed in timeless elegance which are spread over the hotel’s four individual wings. 

All the wings are connected via the 2,800 m² atrium which is covered with a glass roof at a 

height of 13 m. This extraordinary space, suffused with natural light, is a favorite meeting 

point and at the same time the lively and pulsating heart of the Estrel. Dotted with an 

impressive terracotta fountains the atrium also sports several international restaurants and 

bars. Another highlight of the Estrel is its beautiful summer garden with an own boat pier 

from where hotel guests can take advantage of the various offers of city tours and river boat 

tours. 

 

The Estrel venue is of course most famous for its unique and unrivalled entertainment 

program. A particular favorite is the cult show ‘Stars in Concert’ which has been a hit at the 

venue since 1997, featuring the most successful doubles of international superstars like 

Elvis, Madonna, Robbie Williams or Amy Winehouse. Each night, five artists astound the 

enthralled audiences, offering the illusion of seeing the real thing right there on stage! Show 

specials featuring 'ABBA’, the ‘Beatles’, or the ‘Blues Brothers’ round off an unforgettable 

entertainment program. Any of these shows can also be booked exclusively. 

 


